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1. Introduction
Non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC) is considered amongst the most prevalent forms of
cancers in Britain (Harvey et al. 1989). Risk factors for NMSC have been written about
extensively (Gawkrodger 2004, Melkonian et al. 2011), of which ultraviolet radiation from
sunlight exposure is key (Alonso et al. 2010). In addition, the influence on NMSC of
exposure to chemical substances has been reported upon, including polycyclic hydrocarbons
and through occupational arsenic exposure (Gawkrodger 2004, Currie and Monk 2000).
Spatial patterns of skin cancer prevalence have been interest (DeChello and Sheehan 2006,
Wheeler et al. 2012) and various techniques used to investigate environmental causes (Guo et
al. 1998, Jain and Ali 2000). This paper details the method behind the conversion of a
published map into data fit to support epidemiologic research into NMSC and environmental
and socio-economic factors across England. Whilst most of the risk factor data were readily
available at local authority (LA) level, geographical data on arsenic were not, and this
provides the focus for this paper.

2. Method
The aim was to obtain a spatial dataset on variation in environmental arsenic levels by LA
area, to feed into a study of factors associated with the distribution of NMSC in England. The
work was carried out using ArcGIS Desktop 10.0.

2.1. Data Sources
Administrative geographic units
NMSC registration rates for English Local Authority areas were available based on
registrations pooled for 2006-2008 (NHS 2011). A spatial data layer of English LAs (Office
for National Statistics 2001) served as the geographical framework for the analysis.
Map of arsenic content of soils in England

The Wolfson Geochemical Atlas of England and Wales (Webb et al. 1978) mapped the
distribution of 21 substances within stream sediment samples using a 2.5 km grid. The vector
map for arsenic, derived from a scanned image of page 22 is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Arsenic concentration in stream sediment samples (Data source: Webb et al. 1978)

2.2. Converting the arsenic map to arsenic data
The aim of this process was to assign an estimated arsenic value, based on the atlas map, to
each Local Authority as used for the skin cancer data, using the ten arsenic classes depicted
in Figure 1. We scanned the map to create a digital image, and classified the pixel values to
the ten arsenic range categories using the Maximum Likelihood method. Based on training
samples representing features to be recognised on an image, the maximum likelihood
decision theory determines the variability in pixel values in each band for each class to allow

the process to determine the likelihood that a given cell belongs to a particular training class.
We drew a training sample on each arsenic category in the Wolfson Map’s colour legend and
one on the map itself. The training samples enabled the classification of each pixel to one of
eleven categories (including a category with no data) with the resulting array was converted
to a polygon layer. Within the array, we assigned arsenic values to LA areas by overlaying
the LA layer and the vectorised arsenic layer. The “Intersection” Tool was used to cut the
polygons of both layers at the boundaries between LA fragments and allocate the original
attributes of the overlapping polygons to the new area fractions. Mid-point values of the ten
arsenic ranges were fed into the attribute table of the resultant LA fragment layer whilst areas
with no data were left blank.
To bring the LA fragments together at the LA level, we created a new layer from the polygon
pieces holding non-zero arsenic values. Using the following methodology, we then estimated
the arsenic content per LA through application of an area weighted mean calculation
(Equation 1):
a=∑(b*c)/∑c

(1)

a: area weighted mean of arsenic PPM midpoint values for local area fragments
b: arsenic PPM midpoint values
c: area of local authority fragments with non-zero data
The process then was:
1. Multiply the midpoint arsenic values, b, assigned earlier to each LA part, by its area,
c, (Figure 2) in the attribute table of the newly exported layer. Assume these products
to take the value Pi.
2. Re-assign the fragments to LA areas using the GIS “Dissolve” function whilst
aggregating Pi within each LA. During the dissolve, the areas of the polygon fractions
belonging to the same local authorities were automatically summed through the
ArcGIS geo-processing, resulting in a new LA polygon layer bereft of areas with no
data areas.
3. The data held for each LA contained the area of polygons and the sum of Pi.
4. We then divided Pi by the total area of the local authority fragments with non-missing
data. This calculation provided each LA with an area weighted mean arsenic midpoint
value (Figure 2). These data were then ready for analysis with LA level health
outcome data, in this case with non-melanoma skin cancer rates.

Figure 2. Assignment of arsenic concentrations at the Local Authority level

3. Result, challenges and uncertainties
The resulting map of estimated environmental arsenic for LA areas based on the geochemical
atlas map is illustrated in Figure 3. Although the resulting estimates of arsenic levels were
subject to error and uncertainty, the method generated an adequate dataset for analysis at this
spatial scale. During the process, we faced several challenges (Table 1).

Figure 3. Estimated arsenic concentration in stream sediment samples

Table 1. Challenges, solutions and uncertainties
Challenges
The scanned image contains
pixels representing values
from bands appearing on the
image without further
information on the original
data.

Solutions
The pixel values were
classified into eleven
categories (ten arsenic
classes and one no data).

Discrete values derived from We used the midpoints of
interval ranges represented the ten categories.
continuous values. The ten
arsenic values from the map
were assigned uniformly
across each 2.5 km by 2.5 km
area and thus the variation
within each segment
remained unknown.

Uncertainties
The distribution based on
such wide categories
cannot replicate the
information contained
within the underlying data.
The midpoints cannot
reflect the real distribution
of values within the classes
and lead to data
generalisation.

Colours on the borders of
As the size of these areas The border areas of mixed
arsenic class areas became
were negligible compared colour were of a size such
mixed by printing two
to those of being
that they negligibly skewed
the area weighting.
different colours next to each classified to the right
other. Therefore, the range categories, this problem
they could be assigned to was was unlikely to introduce
ambiguous. To overcome
significant error.
this, the image classification
method assigned each of
these pixels into the most
similar colour category.
There were areas where the There was no solution for Areas with no data
significant areas of the
this problem.
remained (15/326).
analogue map had no arsenic
data due to an absence of
stream samples.

4. Conclusion
The method successfully assigned estimates of levels of environmental arsenic to English
local authority areas, turning analogue (printed) map information to electronic data for GIS
use. The process revealed that having only the spatial distribution of a variable but lacking
the raw data results in significant uncertainties. Despite this the prepared arsenic data proved
to being sufficient to provide at least approximate information for the statistical analysis in
such a case.
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